
Offense / Incident Report

TYBEE ISLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

From Date/Time 08/03/2019 23:56

Location 0000 Tybrisa St / Butler Ave
TYBEE ISLAND GEORGIA 31328

Case # 201904424

CLEARED BY ARRESTIncident Status

SIMS, B Reporting Officer 08/04/2019 01:00Initial Rep. Date

To Date/Time 08/04/2019 01:00

27 - DISORDERLY PERSONDescription

08/04/2019 01:00Report Date

File #

GENERAL OFFENSE INFORMATION Initial ReportReport Type:

Agency TYBEE ISLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT

OFFENSE(S)

PUBLIC DRUNKENESS  (MISD)

16-11-41

COMPLETED

HIGHWAY/ROAD/ALLEY

N NY

Offense

Statute

Attempt Status

Location

Computer DrugAlcohol

Weapons

Criminal
Activity

Bias Type Bias
Motivation

Offense Status ACTIVE

DISORDERLY CONDUCT  (MISD)

16-11-39

COMPLETED

HIGHWAY/ROAD/ALLEY

N NY

Offense

Statute

Attempt Status

Location

Computer DrugAlcohol

Weapons

Criminal
Activity

Bias Type Bias
Motivation

Offense Status ACTIVE

OBSTRUCT, HINDER  LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER  (MISD)

16-10-24

COMPLETED

HIGHWAY/ROAD/ALLEY

N NN

Offense

Statute

Attempt Status

Location

Computer DrugAlcohol

Weapons

Criminal
Activity

Bias Type Bias
Motivation

Offense Status ACTIVE
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201904424Case No:

OBSTRUCTION, HINDERING LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER (FEL)

16-10-24(b)

COMPLETED

HIGHWAY/ROAD/ALLEY

N NN

Offense

Statute

Attempt Status

Location

Computer DrugAlcohol

Weapons

Criminal
Activity

Bias Type Bias
Motivation

Offense Status ACTIVE

INTERFERENCE WITH GOVERNMENT PROPERTY (FEL)

16-7-24(a)

COMPLETED

HIGHWAY/ROAD/ALLEY

N NN

Offense

Statute

Attempt Status

Location

Computer DrugAlcohol

Weapons

Criminal
Activity

Bias Type Bias
Motivation

Offense Status ACTIVE

SIMPLE BATTERY ON A PEACE OFFICER (MISD)

16-5-23(e)

COMPLETED

HIGHWAY/ROAD/ALLEY

N NN

Offense

Statute

Attempt Status

Location

Computer DrugAlcohol

NONEWeapons

NO GANG INVOLVEMENTCriminal
Activity

Bias Type Bias
Motivation

Offense Status ACTIVE

ATTEMPTING TO DISARM A POLICE OFFICER

16-10-33

COMPLETED

HIGHWAY/ROAD/ALLEY

N NN

Offense

Statute

Attempt Status

Location

Computer DrugAlcohol

Weapons

Criminal
Activity

Bias Type Bias
Motivation

Offense Status ACTIVE
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VICTIM(S)

DOB **/**/** (***)

Phone 912-786-5636

Name Sims, Bryant

78 VAN HORNE STREET  TYBEE ISLAND, GA 31328

Race Sex

Hair EyesHeight Weight

S.S.N. ___-__-____ ********

Type of
Victim

DL.& St.

POLICE OFFICER

W

5'09"

M

GRN230 BRO

Address

Victim
Of

NONE Injury
Type

APP. MINOR INJURY

ASSAULT ON L.O.Homicide/Assault
Circumstance

Ethnic N

JRN#

DOB **/**/** (***)

Phone 912-786-5600

Name State of Georgia,

78 VAN HORNE DRIVE  TYBEE ISLAND, GA 31328

Race Sex

Hair EyesHeight Weight

S.S.N. ___-__-____

Type of
Victim

DL.& St.

SOCIETY/PUBLIC

Address

Victim
Of

NONE Injury
Type

Homicide/Assault
Circumstance

Ethnic

JRN#

SUBJECT(S)

********

W

6'03"

M

160

DOB **/**/** (***)

Name STUTTS, RICHARD HARPER

Address    Rock Hill, SC 29732

Race Sex

EyesHeight Weight

S.S.N. ***-**-**** DL & St.

Sub.
Type

ARRESTEE

Hair

Phone - -

Ethnic N

Notes

ARR201900636Arrest ID Citation #

JRN201900544JRN#

W

5'00"

F

100 BRO

DOB **/**/** (***)

Name UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

Address  

Race Sex

EyesHeight Weight

S.S.N. ___-__-____ DL & St.

Sub.
Type

SUSPECT

Hair

Phone ___-___-____

Ethnic N

Notes

Arrest ID Citation #

JRN#

********

W

5'01"

F

BLU107 BLN

DOB **/**/** (***)

Name SIMONS, OLIVIA JANE

Address    savannah, GA 31410

Race Sex

EyesHeight Weight

S.S.N. ***-**-**** DL & St.

Sub.
Type

SUSPECT

Hair

Phone - -

Ethnic N

Notes

Arrest ID Citation #

JRN201900545JRN#
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********

W

5'08"

F

GRY190 RED

DOB **/**/** (***)

Name Adams, Alecia Nicholle

Address     Talladega, AL 35160

Race Sex

EyesHeight Weight

S.S.N. ***-**-**** DL & St.

Sub.
Type

SUSPECT

Hair

Phone - -

Ethnic N

Notes

Arrest ID Citation #

JRN201900543JRN#

Entered By SIMS, B 

Officer SIMS, B 

Supervisor
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Incident # 201904424

On Saturday, 8/3/19, at around 2356 hrs I was on Uniformed Patrol in a Marked Unit 
sitting at Tybrisa and Butler observing bar activity.  

I witnessed the bouncer at Rock House signaling with his flashlight at myself and Sgt 
Leguin to get our attention. I activated my Body Worn Camera as we approached the 
Rock House front door. I could see the bouncer holding an ID and a small blond 
female jumping at him trying to get it out of his hands with another female with brown 
hair, wearing a maroon top and a black skirt standing with her. Both where arguing 
with the bouncer.  

Once the females noticed police where on scene the brown haired female attempted 
to walk away by walking east on Tybrisa St at a fast pace. I began walking after her at 
the same pace and told her I was with Tybee Police Department and to stop 3 times. 
At that point the other female yelled "Run Jessica!" and caught up with us and both 
where running from Sgt Leguin and myself. I broke into a run as well. As I reached to 
grab the blond female she suddenly turned causing me to trip and fall. I performed a 
combat roll and got back up to run after them again. 

I saw Sgt Leguin had the female down on the southern sidewalk in front of the Wind 
Rose Cafe and she was struggling with him. The brown hair female had come up 
behind Sgt Leguin and so I ran to catch her as well. She took off running again toward 
the Sea and Breeze Hotel. As we ran I drew and activated my taser and called out to 
her that she would be tased. At this point a crowd had gathered and she was running 
past multiple bystanders so I did not deploy my taser for their safety. We continued to 
run north through the parking Dpeck of the Sea and Breeze until we got to Atlantic 
Ave. She turned east again and I lost sight of her. I searched around for a minute 
before realizing Sgt Leguin was still struggling with the other female and decided to 
abandon my search for Officer Safety. 

Sgt Leguin then advised he needed more officers and a crowd was starting to form 
around him. I could also hear yelling and see multiple bystanders around Sgt Leguin’s 
location and then ran over to him fearing he would be ambushed.  

When I approached I could see he had the female on the ground and a white male, 
later identified as Mr. Stutts standing directly behind him. I went between Stutts and 
Sgt Leguin and assisted in holding the female down. Sgt Leguin advised he had her at 
this point and to watch his back, referring to Mr. Stutts.  

Mr. Stutts then approached Sgt Leguin screaming words like Mother Fucker. I told Mr. 
Stutts, "Do you want to go to jail" this did not stop him from taking another step toward 
myself and Sgt Leguin and I pushed him with an open hand backwards telling him to 
"get the fuck back". Mr. Stutts took a step back at this time stating he wasn't doing 
anything. 

SIMS, B 
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At this time I could notice a large female standing west of our position screaming 
curse words at us while another male tried to calm her down and was telling her to 
shut up and leave before she went to jail too. 

As I took guard over Sgt Leguin, Mr. Stutts began screaming "Mother Fucker" at the 
top of his lungs and at this time we decided he needed to be arrested for Disorderly 
Conduct.  

I told Mr. Stutts "You are going to jail" and grabbed his left hand. He told me "No Man" 
and pulled his left hand back and when I would not let go, began hitting me in my face 
with his right hand using a closed fist multiple times. To negate his much longer arm 
reach, I closed distance with Mr. Stutts and began delivering around 3 closed handed 
fist blows to Mr. Stutts face in self-defense and then used my weight to displace him 
and take him to the ground. Mr. Stutts then told me "Fuck you" and at that time I felt a 
hand on my Duty Weapon and pushed it off and rotated it away from Mr. Stutts. Mr 
Stutts then turned away from me and I placed him in a seat belt hold and drew my 
taser and told him he was going to be tased. 

Mr. Stutts put both hands up and said "OK OK" while continuing to pull and push and 
resist me. I delivered a drive stun to his right shoulder which gained compliance from 
him. I placed him face down and placed handcuffs on him, behind his back. I double 
locked these and checked them for fit. 

I then noticed my radio was on the ground and the holster had broken during the 
altercation, I also realized the hood, and first level of retention, on my firearm had 
been defeated and was in the open position. I closed this and got Mr. Stutts up and 
escorted him to my marked unit still parked at the corner of Tybrisa and Butler. I 
searched Mr. Stutts incident to arrest and placed him in the back of my marked unit. I 
then moved my unit down to where the rest of the officers were at this point to assist 
in blocking traffic. I then retrieved Sgt Leguins marked unit as well from Tybrisa and 
Butler so he could safely contain the female he had arrested. 

Other Officers had arrested the large female as well and where struggling with her. I 
stood by my vehicle and Sgt Leguin’s vehicle while he went to assist with the large 
female who was not cooperating with Officer Commands.  

During this time I noticed many injuries to myself. My face was hurting on the left side 
from the punches, my wrist, knuckles and fingers where hurting, swollen, bruised, and 
bloody from hitting Mr. Stutts, My knees and left shoulder where bleeding from fighting 
and falling on the pavement.  

Once all arrestees where secured I began my transport of Mr. Stutts to TIPD where 
we had EMS respond to treat injuries of all arrestees and officers as well as gather 
pictures of injuries. 

The arrestees where treated first. The blond female and Mr. Stutts both told EMS they 
were fine and didn't want any treatment. EMS examined my injuries and advised that I 
go get checked out further at the hospital because they thought my knuckles or wrist 
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may be broken and my face may have some internal injuries. 

I filled out a first report of injury and called it in. The nurse on the line advised I go get 
treatment as well. 

While other officers handled booking procedures I traveled to Memorial Hospital 
where I was examined and treated. The hospital stated I only needed to clean my 
shoulder and knees and did not do so. They did not think my face needed to be 
treated but did advised if I suffered further complications to come back. They did 
examine my hand with an X-ray and stated they couldn't see any major fractures but 
there may be hairline fractures they couldn't see. They stated it was mostly bruising 
and swelling and to ice my hand and take pain medication (Ibuprofen). 

I then traveled back to TIPD where Mr. Stutts had been booked through our facility 
and was ready for transport to CCDC. I transported him to CCDC where he was 
accepted for the charges listed.  

My back seat was searched before and after transport and found clear of contraband. 

201904424Case No:
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